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Abstract

A new fuzzy connective and a structure of network constructed by fuzzy

connectives are proposed here to overcome a drawback of conventional fuzzy

retrieval systems. This network represents a retrieval query and the fuzzy

connectives in networks have a learning function to adjust its parameters by

data from a database and outputs of a user. The fuzzy retrieval systems

employing this network is also constructed. Wherein users can retrieve results

even with a query whose attributes do not exist in a database schema and can

get satisfactory results for variety of thinkings by learning function.

1. Introduction

Recently, various fuzzy retrieval system '_e_ had been developed. In fuzzy

retrieval systems, users can retrieve data by using queries with fuzzy

propositions :3_ such as a query "Search for a hotel of which rate is low AND is

near to the business location" in order to "Search for a hotel which is convenient

to the business trip". Fuzzy retrieval sytem is a very convenient mechanism for

users since they can write the natural language by fuzzy sets in queries, i.e.,

"Reasonable", "Long" and "Low" and so on. However, it is nearly impossible to

obtain results which satisfy us since the meanings of given operators of AND and

OR using for obtaining results in queries are quite different for every user, and

the number of usable operators "_':' are limited within several, i.e., rain operator,

algebraic product etc.

On the other hand, in the field of decision making problems, a method to

optimize the parameters of fuzzy connectives of AND and OR according to the

given input and output data was proposed by Dubois and Prade _ ,and Naeda et

al 7) Fuzzy connective proposed by Naeda is based on }: - operator by

Zimmermann s). Parameters of the fuzzy connective are optimized for minimizing

the square of errors between the observed data and the estimated value of the

fuzzy connective. However, the fuzzy connective can not represent the smaller

operators more than the algebraic product or the larger operators more than the

atgeraic sum since this fuzzy' connective is constructed by the geometric mean of

between the algebraic product and the algebraic sum.

In this paper, first, a new fuzzy connective _'_'_ capable to express whole

operators from the drastic product to the drastic sum is formulated and a new

learning method to adjust parameters of fuzzy connective is proposed. The
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proposed fuzzy connective is called fuzzy connective with learnin_ rum:Lion

here. The fuzzy connective with learning function is based on 7Iaeda's operator.

The t-norm and t-conorm operators _''-_'' with parameters art_ li,marly combi_ed

by using a weighting function, and parameters are adjusted for minimizing the

square of error by a steepest descent method.

Second, a ne_, structure of network for representing a query is proposed

here. Since the new network represents a query, this network is called the

query network here. Query networks put the meaning of the abstractive query

into shape by attributes of a database. A query network is constructed by nodes

and links which join between nodes. Whole nodes except for in the input layer

are constructed by the fuzzy connective with learing function. The retrieval

system with query networks can give results which users desire since fuzzy

connectives in querry networks have the learning function. The similar fuzzy

retrieval system is proposed by Ogawa et al _'. However, this method can not

derive the importance of attributes in a database since the membership functions

are adjusted in the learning stage. The retrieval system that we proposed can

not only obtain the importance of attributes in a database also acquire the

meanings of AND and OR in users' queries from values of parameters of the fuzzy

connective.

First, the fuzzy connective with learning function is formulated. Next, the

query network is proposed. Finally, the fuzzy retrieval system with this fuzzy

connective and the query network is explained here.

2. Conventional Fuzzy Connective

The operators for representing AND and OR are named generically t-norm and

t-conorm, respectively. The t-norm T is a function expressing an operator of

T(x_,x_):[0,1] x [0,I]--_ [0,1], satisfying the four conditions, i.e., l)boundary

conditions, 2)monotonity, 3)commutativity and 4)associativity. A typical t-norm

includes the following operators.

t)Logical product: x_ /', x_ = min{x,,xe}

2)Algebraic product: x, x : x_xe

3)Bounded product: x, 'r) xe = 0 v (x:+x=-l)

Ix, (x_=l)

4)Drastic product: x_ z., x2 : x2 (x::l)
I

0 (x:,x_<l)

(I)

(2)

(3)

4)

The t-conorm S is to express an operation of S(x_,x_) = t-T(1-x:,l-xz) and

also satisfying four conditions in the case of t-norm. In the same way, t-conorm

includes the logical sum, algebraic sum, bou,lded sum a,ld dt'astic sum, etc.

On the other hand, the following t-norm and t-conorm operators had been

proposed by Schweizer"', etc.

T : 1-((1-x_ );'+(1-x_,);'-(1-x_ )_(1-x__)_) __

S = (x_ ;'+x_P-x: _xc-,_') _ '_, p>O

(5)

(6)
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where, p is a parameter.

By value of parameter p, t-norm of Eq.5 can express logical product,

algebraic product, bounded product, drastic product and so on. In tile same way,

t-conorm can express various operators.

The averaging operators"' includes arithmetic mean (A>1), geometrical mean

(GM), conjugated geometrical means (CGH) and so on.

The order of the magnitudes of these operators are expressed bya following

relationship.

/:,. _ ,:-):_ < A ':_i GH 7_<iAM 7:!_CGH :_i_'v' :{_ i ::i ,g:_::i[ ',7 (7)

Whole operators which inclues t-norm, t-conorm, and averaging operators are

called fuzzy connectives here.

3. Fuzzy Connective with Learning Function

In various fuzzy retrieval systems, fuzzy connectives play the important role

in queries since the different results of the retrieval system are obtained by

kinds of fuzzy connectives. Let us consider a query Q with fuzzy propositions

ql ,q2, "',q,. For instant, a query Q is expresed as follows:

Q : {q, t"1 qe) II (q3 II q.a) I] ... !1 (q,.-, !1 q,:)

where, I'1 is intersection and Ij is union.

Given the data x_,x2, ...,x, for q_,q2, '",q_

membership value /z ¢a is considered.

(8)

respectively, the following

• In the case of logical product and logical sum,

/.,: _a : ( p: q, A. /z qe) \'_ ( /*' q3 k_ a: q4)A.'" ,'". ( _ q-_-, 'V p: q._). (9)

• In the case of algebraic product and algebraic sum,

¢a= ( /a q, ,z q2) i ( _z q3 i ,z q_) ..... ( # q,-, i _ q.). (10)

In general,

.u _a : ( _z q, ,:il ,z q2),:k) ( /a q3 ,:k) /z qa),?j_) .... ::_)( _z q,_, ¢%) /z q.). (11)

where, (5:1 shows t-norm and ,:i) shows t-conorm.

When we use the conventional retrieval systems, we can not determine the

optimum operator to obtain the results we desire since there are so many kinds

of fuzzy connectives. Moreover, since there is no operator which is capable of

representing from drastic product ,.,, through drastic sum ',:/ in Eq.7, and has

the learning function for adjusting parameters of itself to the meanings of AND

and OR for every user, it is difficult to employ the fuzzy connective as AND or OR

operator•

In ordert to solve this problem, we propose a following new fuzzy connective

which can represent a whole operator in Eq.7.

= m S + (l-m) T (12)
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where,

m = p_-(p_-p=)x_-(p_-p_)x_

Pt pz,p_. 0 P_,P_,P3 ___1, 0 :_ -p,+p2+p= 1 (13)

and p_, p=, p3 are parameters.

T and S in Eq.12 represents t-norm and t-conorm proposed by Schweizer,

Yager, and Dombi etc, respectively. For instance, when t-n_rm and t-conorm

proposed by Schweizer are used, T and S are expressed by the following

equations using parameters p= and p_.

T - 1-({1-x_} .... +{1-xa)_-(1-x,}_(1-xe} .... }_- _ {14)

S : (x_+x2_-x_x_) ' _, p_, p_>O {15)

In the fuzzy connective of Eq.12, t-norm T and t-conorm S are linearly

combined by using a value of m which can be derived from the values of x, and

x2 by Eq.13. Therefore, the weighted operator between t-norm and t-conorm is

derived according to values of x, and x2.

An example of the relationship between input and output of the proposed

fuzzy connective is shown in Fig.1 wherein the operator is set to emphasize

t-norm when the values of x_ and x2 are small while the operator emphasizes

t-conorm when the values of x_ and x_ are large, and it emphasizes t-conorm

further for a larger input value of x_.

Now, let's explain the learning function of the proposed fuzzy connective.

When an output y to the input x, and x2 are given, the proposed fuzzy

connective is capable to adjust its parameters by a steepest descent method for

minimizing the square E of error between the output y and the output _) of the

fuzzy connective.

El

Fig. 1 An Example of Relationship Between Input and Output of

Fuzzy Connective with Learning Function
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E = (v-Y) /2 (16)

By using a steepest descent, the amounts of corrections of parameters p j,

j=1,2, ...,5 in Eq.12 to 15 are revised by the following equation.

= pj_- a ( .0 E/ 3 pj) (17)

where, p_* is the t-th revised parameter p j, and tr is a learning coefficient.

._ E/ [) p_ which is an effect of minute change of parameter p_ to the error E,

can be expressed by the following equation.

= -- × -- = (_r-y) X---- (18)
c_ p_ a _ 9 p_ 3 p.,

_/ 3 pj can be derived from Eqs.12 to 15 by the following equation.

= (l-x,-x=) X (S-T) (19)
3P,

= x, × (S-T) (20)
_0 P2

= x2 × (S-T) (21)
,._ P3

9 _ 3T
= (l-m) ×-- (22)

9 p_ 9 p_

c),3 ,gs
-reX-

9 p_ ,'_ p_
(23)

When t-norm T and t-conorm S are defined by Schweizer's ones, Eq.22 and

Eq.23 are revised as the following equations.

1
= (1-m)(1-T)(-- log((1-x, )Pa+(1-x2)p4-(1-x, )'4(1-xz) p'_)

p4 2

1
- ((l-x:)P'_log(1-x_ )

p,((l-x, )'_+(l-x_)'_-(l-x, )'_(l-xz)'')

+(1-x_) P 41og(t-xz)-(1-x, ) "'_(1-xe) p41og(1-x, )(I-x2))) (24)

1
- mS(--- log(x,'_+x_'_-x,_x2 "5)

p_

1
+ (x_ _log(x_ )+x2':'Slog(x2)

p_(x, "_+x2"_-x, _x2 _'_)

-x, P _xz P 5log(x, x2))) (25)
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Employing a steepest descent method, the value of E is mi_fimized by

repeating Eq.17. Since the proposed fuzzy connective is capable of learning

parameters, this fuzzy connective is called the fuzzy connective with learning

function here.

Next, let's consider the conditions for constituting AND and OR operators of

queries. The commutativity and associativity within four conditions for t-norm

and t-conorm are not always satisfied since there are so many kinds of operators

constructing AND and OR. Moreover, it is not need that the boundary conditions

are satisfied in this case since there are cases that the averaging operators are

considered in the queries. However, since no reliability of results would be

gained unless a monotonity between the given input data and retrieved output

can be established, the satisfaction of monotonity is a must in this case.

Since there are many kinds of fuzzy connectives with learning function in the

query network, for instance, the query O is represented as follows:

Q = (q, (_) ,q_)(5)_(q3 C)aq4),:_) 4 '" '_.') ,-2(q_-, (_),-,q,) (26)

where, (_) _, k=1,2, ...,t-I shows the k-th of fuzzy connectives with learning

function in the query network.

Since there are cases that we treat fuzzy connectives with n inputs in the

queries, let us extend the fuzzy connective with learning function to one which

is capable of representing n inputs x, ,x2, ...,x. as follows.

= m _ S + (l-m) - T (27)

where,

n

m = P'- 9--EI(P_-PJ*'= )x_, n (28)

0 _ pt,p2,'",p.+, < i, 0 <-{n-1)p,+jElP_ __<1

When t-norm T and t-conorm S are defined by Schweizer's ones,

n

T : 1-(1-J]I(1-(1-xj)P_+_))'/P_÷2J= (29)
n

s : po+ >0 (30)

where p_ ,p2, "",P_+_ are parameters.

Next, let's explain the learning method of the fuzzy connective with learning

function as same as in the case of two input variables. When the output y to the

input x,,x2, ...,x_ are given, the amounts of corrections of parameters pj are

revised as same as in Eq.17.

: pj_- ._ ( ._ E/ .!; pj), j:l,2,...,n+3 (31)

3 E/ ._ p_ which is an effect of minute change of parameter p_ to the error E,

can be expressed by the following equation.

,,_ E ,,,,'E :_ _ ,,_
: -- X : (_-y) X-- (32)

,_ p j .'_ _ .<:_p_ ._ p_
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@_ n

: (1-iE'x')--I X (S-T) (33)Pl

: xj-, X (S-T) (34)
3 pj

,0 _ A T
= (l-m) X (35)

,0 p_+_ ,a p_+_

,a _ ,,_ s
: m X (36)

Employing a steepest descent method, the value of E is minimized by

repeating Eq.31.

A new structure of network for representing a query is proposed here. Since

the new network represents a query, this network is called the query network

here.

Output Node A convenient hotel

for business trip. I
)_ Fuzzy Connective with

Learning Function

\
[Building is fine. ][ Cost is reasonable. ]

Near to the! l_adon.

Hotelrateis l[ Foodcostis I [ Building has been[[ There aremanyreasonable, reasonable, recently built, rooms.

Input Node

Fig.2 A Example of the Query Network
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Let us define the query network as follows :

I) A query network is constructed by nodes N_, re:l,2, ...,M which are joints of

network and links L_, I=1,2, ...,M-1 which join a node to other nodes. Nodes in

each layer except for in the input and output layer have to join itself to a node

in the upper layers and some nodes in the lower layers.

2) There are no links which joint between nodes in the same layer.

3) Every node is constructed by the fuzzy connective with learning function.

4) Every node means a fuzzy proposition.

where, the node in the most upper which is the output layer is called an

output-node and nodes in the most lower layer which is the input layer are

called input-nodes.

4. Proposed Query Networks

A example of a query network is shown in Fig.2. Now, let us assume that n a

five kinds of attributes for searching hotels, i.e.,hotel rate, food cost, access

time, yaers and rooms are stored in a database. This query network puts the

meaning of the output-node which is "Search for a hotel for business trip" into

shape by five kinds of attributes through three kinds of nodes which are "Cost

is reasonable", "Near to the business location" and "Building is fine" in the

middle layer. By using the query network, it is easy to find some hotel by the

meanings which is "Search for a hotel for business trip".

Next, let us explain how to learn parameters of fuzzy connective with learning

function in query networks when the input x and output y are given. Now, let us

represent the output of the i-th fuzzy connective with learning function ordered

from output-node as y_ with parameters Pu, j=l,2, ...,u.The learning algorithm is

based on a backpropagation method for minimizing the square E of error between

the output y and the output y, of output-node in the query network.

E : (y,-y)2/2 (37)

In order to obtain the optimum parameters of the i-th fuzzy connective with

learning function for minimizing E, an effect of minute change of parameter to

the error E is calculated by the following equation.

,3 E ,3 E .3 y,
=-- × , i=l,2,...,W (38)

p'j ,a y, ,a p'_

,} E/ ._ y, can be derived from Eq.37 by the following equation.

._E

: Y,-Y (39)
.ay,

.3 y,/ ._p_j can be obtained as follows.

,_ y, ,_ y,
= _ , x- (40)

._ pij .3 p'j

where, d" _is
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,3 Y_-- 1

_Y _- ,5" _-, X , i>= 2 (41)
3 pi-1

Yi--l

whose input is equal to the output of i-th

function.

We can calculate Eq.40 in the case that

learning function is not the output-node.

is the output of the (i-1) th fuzzy connective with learning function

fuzzy connective with learning

the i-th fuzzy connective with

The learning method in the

output-node has been explained in the third chapter.

Since 6" _ is obtained by repeating Eq.41 in the upper layer more than the

i-th fuzzy connective with learning function, 3 E/ ._ p'j in Eq.38 can be

calculated. Therefore, the amounts of corrections of parameters p_j in Eq.38 to 41

are revised by the following equation.

: p'j_- _ ( 3 E/ 3 p'j) (42)

where, ptj_ is the t-th revised parameter p_, and B is a learning coefficient.

The value of E is minimized by repeating Eq.42.

5. Fuzzy Retrieval System

In order to show the usefulness of the fuzzy connective with learning

function and the query network, these mechanism are applied to the fuzzy

retrieval system.

A conceptual drawing of developed retrieval system is shown in Fig.3. Data in

a database are converted into membership values by using membership functions

in the fuzzy matching part. These membership values are input to input-nodes of

the query network. The results of the retrival system from the output-node

after adjusted fuzzy connectives are obtained.

Now, let us consider here a user who search for a convenient hotel for

business trip from a database stored 100 hotels near Osaka shown in Table 1. In

the proposed fuzzy retrieval system, the following query network shown in Fig.2

is already constructed.

Search for a convenient hotel for business trip.

= Search for a hotel of which cost is reasonable

and(or) is near to the business location

and(or) whose building is fine.

= Search for a hotel of which rate is reasonable

and(or) of which food cost is reasonable

and(or) is near to the business location

and(or) whose building has been recently built

and(or) has so many rooms.
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Cost is reasonable,

A Part of Query Networks

A convenient hotel for business trip.

I

I
0.4 o.si

J
|
|

Fuzzy Connective with

Learning Function

Building is f'me.

Hotel rate is A Near to the i
i i

reasonable. Dinner cost business location. :
A i Building has been=is reasonable.

i : recently built.

0.7 0.7i 0.8i
! t

I
& There are

many rooms.

A Part of Fuzzy Matching
! , !

' i " [ Il'J"ble 0.7 0.8 y
0.4

9830 Yen ! 14 Min. 478 Rooms I

Reasonable 0.7 .......
0.5 - -- tly

4_d'O Yen 51 Years II
I

t Data Base

No. Hotel Name

2 Osaka Hilton International
1 Osaka Dai-ichi Hotel

100 Hotel Sun Garden

Hotel rate

17000
9830

5700

Dinner Cost TLme Year Rooms

3700 14 61 514
4300 18 51 478

: _" : :

1500 58 45 120

Fig.3 Conceptional Drawing of Developed Fuzzy Retrieval System

The steps for retrieving are represented as follows.

1)The system displays 10 hotels as sample data which represent some kinds of

sets constructed by five attribute. A user gives estimations of sample data in

[0,100] according to the query which is "Search for a convenient hotel for

business trip" to the system.

2)Parameters of whole fuzzy connectives with learning function in the query

network are adjusted by learning algorithms in the third and forth chapter.
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labl_ 1 A Database of Hotel near Osaka

No. Hotel Name Hotel Dinner Access Year Rooms
Rate Cost Time

1 Osaka Hilton International 17000 3700 14 61 514
2 Osaka Dai-ichi Hotel 9830 4300 18 51 478
3 Hotel Hanshin 7800 3000 34 57 209
4 Osaka Terminal Hotel 8500 3800 38 58 664
5 Osaka ANA Hotel Sheraton 12500 5000 54 59 500

6 Dojima Hotel 10000 5000 26 59 134
7 Osaka Grand Hotel 9300 1500 30 33 349

8 Royal Hotel 12500 10000 6 40 1246
9 Hotel NCB 5500 1000 42 50 174

10 Umeda OS Hotel 6500 3000 48 49 283

11 Osaka Tokyu Inn 7800 1800 20 53 402
12 Hotel Kitahachi 5500 1000 56 21 38
13 Maruichi Hotel 4800 1000 12 44 44
14 Hokke Club Osaka 6100 2000 25 41 307
15 Hotel Kansai 4800 I000 37 45 711
16 Hotel Osaka World 5500 1000 48 57 202
17 Osaka ShampiaChampagne Hotel 6100 2000 40 51 300
18 Hotel Kurebe Umeda 5500 3000 14 60 282
19 East Hotel 5200 2700 20 58 144
20 Toko Hotel 5900 2500 58 54 300
21 Hotel Plaza Osaka 5500 2000 47 56 113
22 Osaka Tokyu Hotel 9000 4500 38 54 340
23 Shin-Hankyu Hotel 7800 3000 31 39 993
24 Kishu Railway Hotel 5500 1500 15 55 66
25 Hotel Sunroute Umeda 6000 1500 42 58 218
26 Mitsui Aurbum Hotel Osaka 6500 3500 55 53 405

27 Toyo Hotel 8800 3500 60 40 528

100 Hotel Sun Garden 5700 1500 58 45 120

3)The membership values calculated in the fuzzy matching part are input into

the input layer of the query network. After the fuzzy connectives with learning

function are fixed in the learning stage, the system can retrieve some hotels

which users desire.

Fig.4 shows a input display for the 10 sample hotel data estimated by the

user. In Fig.4, the degrees of convenience to the business trip that the user

provided for the learning are shown.

Fig.5 shows the results after the learning stage. In order to shows the

robustness of this leafing algorithm, the result of errors between the checking

data which a user estimated except for the learning data and the output of the

system is also shown. Since the errors between the user's data and the output

are small not only for the learning data but also for the checking data, we can

obtain the optimum results by this retrieval system.
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reed

0rcler Hotel I H. Rate 0. Cost A. Tiea Year / 6rade

t A 7500 Z600 102 48 _0 [4o)
2 B ..,, =_n 120 56 I [87] I
a C _ .... 8O _ a)0 [50] l
4 D 12000 8000 71 81 800 [15J I 1

5 E uuuu 1600 47 48 100 [87] j

6 F _,, ',',,, 7S 51 778 [671 I
? G ,o,,, -._, 61 S9 167 IS01 I
8 H 1..... -R==, 88 88 848 [441 I

8 I 120(}0 4600 103 48 74 [12) I 1

tn j .,.._ _==. 1no Jll _ fOJLI I

Fig.4 Input Display and Degrees of Hotel List Proved User for the Learning

Fig.6 shows the results of weights of links in the query network. Since both

links between the output-node and the middle node which represents "cost is

reasonable" and links between this middle node and the input-node which

represents "hotel rate is reasonable" are written by bold lines, it means that the

user considers the hotel rate is more important than the access convenience of

hotel and so on. Fig.7 shows the results of hotels near Osaka. Fig.8 shows a

photograph of the eighth hotel. Fig.9 shows the other results of hotel near

Yokohama which are retrieved from the different database by the adjusted fuzzy

connective with learning function. From these results shown in Fig.7 and Fig.9,

users can determine the hotel that they want to stay at.

User's IData for Learning I Users Retrieved
Grade 100 _Result Grade Result

90 _ 88

67 _ 70

57., 56

50 _' 51

44 ,_ 41
40
37 _ 38

12

0

G

b

79

63

55

48

42

100

I Data for Checking I

78 Hotel Sunroute Himeji

57 Amagasaki Union Hotel

55 Amenity Shinsaibashi

45 Hote_ Monterey Kobe

38 New Miyako Hotel

- 0

Fig.5 Results of Training Data and Checking Data
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Fig.6 Results of Weights of Links in the Query Network

Order
1

2

3

4

5
8

7

8

9

10

11

12
13

14

15

1B

17
18

19

2O

Hotel_Name H.Rate D.Cosl /_Ti=e Year Rooms

Hotel.Sunroute_Hileji 6700 1800 102 52 88

Sanjo.KarasumaHotel_l_yoto h._,, zuJu 90 59 164

RobeUn i onHOte I _ zo_u 81 63 167

3hin-Gs_a.Sunp Iaza_HoteI b_=zJU 1500 47 48 100

._-._3_---.'.i .Union Hotel _,,, ".qmm= 53 47 186
^sahi .P I azaHOte I _Shinsa i bashi 6200 1063 45 45 63

L__-__-_=_.OS.hote I _uuu _ 40 58 283

Meni ty Shinsaiba-_i 6100 ._nnn 45 61 127

Rihga.Royal.Hotel .Yotsub____i ruJu 1500 43 60 143

Hillej i.Castle.Hotel 7000 :-=,,, 108 41 207

Hotel .Sungai-£,_ .Hi mej i 7500 -,,_i. 102 48 280

Ni tui .Urban Hote I ._aka_'ama 5800 15(]0 105 48 110
Hotel .Nonterey Ko_e 7500 _ S6 52 164

Hi_j i _Sreen Hotel 5700 ztuu 110 62 106

New.Niyako.Hote I uuuu 6063 70 63 714

Hotel .Keihan_Ryoto 6300 6000 70 43 308

|akayaaaTokyu. Inn _¢zJ -'_ 10_ 41 166
Himeji _;ashington.Hotel _r,nn 4000 10G 47 145

Kyoto.ToRr.Hotel _,.-_=, 4000 70 36 145

Osaka.Terninal _Hotel 1__-=_-=_-, 4500 36 56 e_

Grade

['tel I

[74J I

_1 I

[701 I
_l I

_1 I

[5_1 I

[eel I

ICe1 j
[esI l

[_1 I

[431 1

[461 I

[41] J
[Sel I

t_l J

[_] i

Fi,_'.7 Results_-_f Hotel Ne.nt" OsaRa
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H

t e I Name :Amen i t ySh insa ibash i

H. Rate :8100

O.Cost :3000

A. TiBe:45

Year -61

RooRs:127

Fig.l_ :\ Potograph of the Eighth Hote[ in t_t,uuits

Order 1

4

5

S

7

8

9

10

11

t2

13

14

15

1G

17

18

18

2O

I._tel_P_ Rl_te B.(_st &Tiu Year Rooms

Pendu I_ _ Im _Yok_#k_,a _ 1800 18 52 I_

Yok_L__p Ial a_Hote I _=uu :.=mint 37 50 36

T_r__l:_rk __ t e I _ _xt_J 25 57 315

Hal i__Plaza_Hota] i_uuu :-=mm_ 15 61 177

Yokuha=a_San-Ka i _Hate I 6000 _tJJU 15 52 98

INihin_HottlL _ _nunun _ 61 574

I I sezak i cliO |ash in9 t _)q.Ha t e I 9_60 6000 19 60 70

Hotel _LlipI re 8100 4000 3 551 366

Hotel .DreamRound _ _mnn 44 53 140

Hotel_Ri tchie Yokohama b_oJ 1500 1G G3 70

Si_i n-Yok_L,ia __ i .l._t e I _ 4000 37 44 33

To_yo_Stat iorlery_Hotel _rA.lo I ...an, 57 52 489
Tanaka-Ya 9000 "z'_u 35 48 280

SuiBai /uuu 4000 50 51 128

i Tat_ru_Hotel 4000 4000 25 56 54
i l_tet I_w 8round 10600 4000 28 G3 145

i Ground Inter-Cant inerlt a I _HOtel 18500 bLUU G 62 115

F_,&,_Na _Toiou_Hot a I 9400 ;_rztJU 43 62 208

yui_k_ia Kokusa i _I._ t e I 8700 _tluu 48 58 100

.".%_.3ay_Ire_Tokyo 14"/00 :.¢,.1=1! 50 47 I;6,3

Fig'.9 Restltts of Hotel X_ar Yt,l<(>h:zuzi:_

Or_lo
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5. Conclusion

A fuzzy connective with learning function used a steepest descent method

and a query network used a backpropagation method are proposed here.

Moreover, a fuzzy retrieval system used by these mechanism is described. In

near future, its practical effectiveness has to be proved through more practical

applications of this system.

This research is partly performed through Special Coordination Funds of the

Science and Technology Agency of the Japanese government.
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